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HiT bor EL SE PT a | Spring time--and Its Glorious Fashions 
We have vy line of 

Wont you come and see | LADIES’ AND H A TS 
the most charming fash- || CHILDREN'S 

right in style and more than righ in price 

ions we have ever assem= || [i onl, 
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Shoes to Match Your Outfit 
With each new outfit we have a beautiful palr of Shoes to 

ALSO a wonderful showing of— 

. | ¢$ 
BOALSBI RG, i New Daytime 

i i go with #. Now is the time to seleet-them and have a quantity 

Dr €SSES eS 
MAKE YOUR YISIT TO THIS STORE NOW AND HAVE   that are exquisite and also moderate in price, i YOI'R OVTFIT EARLY. 
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In 1876 Alexander Graham Bell and 
were the only two “telephone men” in the world. 

Today there are twenty-two thousand Bell men and women in Pennsyl- 

vania alone. 

In the Bell System there are a third of a million. 
  

  

Every day brings an increase in the number of people they serve and in 

THE RICHELIEU THEATRE, BELLEFONTE | the volume of calls they handle. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 30th The inherent tendency of telephone growth is to complicate the mech- 
Toyotas anisms and their operation disproportionately. 

BIG FINAL TOUR of BUD FISHER'S 
FAMOUS FUN MAKERS Each added telephone means more than just one more line and instru- 

ment. The problem of its interconnection with every other telephone of 

= the System—the natural complication of the switching job as thousands 
and tens of thousands of new users are added, would long ago have 
swamped the service had constant improvement and simplification of 
equipment and method not more than kept pace. 

and | Hi 1H’ I Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone. But modern telephone 
service is the product of a myriad of inventions, scientific and technical, 

= which make the facility of that service seem almost commonplace. 
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“Very thing NEW This Season So must it and will it continue to be. 

25 - People---Mostly Girls - 25 

SPARKLING WITH LATEST SONG, DANCES and THE BELL TELEPHONE CO. y - PENNSYLVANIA 
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